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ABSTRACT
This article proposes a novel two-staged trajectory planning algorithm toward the cooperative visual
coverage of multiple asteroid sites with the utilization of multiple spacecraft. The objective of the
novel established planning scheme is to determine an observation tour for each spacecraft and the
associated fuel optimal trajectories, such that each site of interest is observed only once during the
entire mission. The completion of the observation task of an asteroid site is limited to the obser-
vation time window, referred as the period for which a site is illuminated by the Sun. The proposed
planning algorithmdivides theoverallmulti-site coverageproblem into anonlinear and integer opti-
mizationproblemas: (i) a single target optimization and (ii) amulti-targetmultiple spacecraft optimal
sequencing problem. The first part aims to generate fuel optimal trajectories, for all the initial-final
imaging site location pairs. In the second part, the problem of distributing the observation task,
among the fleet of spacecraft, is addressed by designing a feasible tour to observe a subset of the
desired asteroid sites, for each spacecraft, while considering their individual fuel capacity. The effi-
cacy of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in multiple simulation scenarios and while considering
different asteroids.
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1. Introduction

Space missions to explore the small celestial bodies, like
asteroids and comets, play a significant role in gaining
more scientific insights on the origin of our solar sys-
tem and life on Earth [1]. These missions, especially to
the near Earth objects, i.e. celestial bodies, with perihe-
lion distance smaller than 1.3AU (Astronomical Unit),
are essential to advance the efforts to mitigate the haz-
ard of possible asteroid impact with Earth by gaining
information about the surface and material properties of
the asteroid [2–4]. In addition, the emerging commer-
cial economy for asteroid resource utilization of valuable
resources, such as water, precious metals and minerals
for the future inter-planetary missions [5,6], is strength-
ening the interest for enhancing existing asteroid visual
coverage missions. For these reasons, during the past
decade, various space agencies have conducted asteroid
missions for studying, characterizing and sample col-
lection of asteroids like the JAXA’s Hayabusa I [7] and
Hayabusa II [8] missions to the asteroids Itokawa and
Ryugu, and NASA’s OSIRIS-REx [9] to Bennu, ESA’s
Rosetta comet mission [10], and multiple other efforts
in order to name a few. Moreover, several other mis-
sions are in the design and launch phase, like NASA’s
Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) mission [11]
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and ESA’s Hera mission [12] both to Didymos sys-
tem, JAXA’s Demonstration and Experiment of Space
Technology for INterplanetary voYage Phaethon fLyby
dUSt science (DESTINY+) [13] and NASA’s Phyche
mission [14]. In addition to the governmental agencies,
in recent years, several private companies are register-
ing their interest in asteroid exploration missions like
Beyond Atlas [15], Deep Space Industries and Planetary
Resources [16]

An important part of these exploration missions is
to study surface and material properties of the aster-
oid. Nearly all asteroids are irregularly shaped bodies
with interesting surface features, such as craters, dust
and granular material. Thus, high-resolution measure-
ments are conducted of such features before any specific
sites are selected for landing or in situ experimentation
purpose. Traditionally, the previous asteroid exploration
missions utilized a single monolithic satellite that oper-
ated as an orbiter or a flybymission to observe the surface
of small bodies [7,9,17].Moreover, there has been a grow-
ing trend toward the use of multiple miniature (cubesat
scaled) spacecraft for interplanetary missions [18–20].
Also, in the upcoming Hera mission, the main space-
craft will deploy two 6U (unit) cubesats in proximity of
the Didymos asteroid system towards the fulfillment of
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the mission objectives [21]. Thus, in this article, a novel
cooperative coverage problem is explored and a planning
algorithm is developed that can distribute the observa-
tion tasks among the spacecraft fleet. The main objective
is to orchestrate the motion of the multiple spacecraft so
as to observe all the desired asteroid sites of interest, from
a specific altitude, as well as under proper illumination
conditions.

In the related literature, asteroid proximity operations
are divided into orbital approaches where a spacecraft
is inserted into stable periodic orbits [22–25] and hov-
ering approaches, where the spacecraft is maintained at
some artificial equilibrium points [8,26]. In particular, to
carry out site-specific reconnaissance of multiple aster-
oid sites (or features) using an orbital approach, sampling
based methods are proposed in [27] where the feasi-
ble input space of the spacecraft system is sampled to
compute a set of orbital trajectories, passing over the
desired sites in some time from a given initial position.
A simple and alternative, to the orbital approach, is the
hovering control, where the spacecraft’s position ismain-
tained constant at a desired location, thus creating an
effective equilibrium by continuously using the space-
craft’s thrusters [8], although hovering approaches are
not suitable for all asteroids, mainly due to the high
fuel consumption demand, when compared to the orbital
approaches. In case of small asteroids (size ranging bel-
low 600−700m), as considered in this article, the asso-
ciated hovering fuel cost is small and hence, the overall
approach is more suitable to conduct high-resolution
measurements of desired sites [26].

In this respect, several studies have been presented for
designing feedback control strategies to maintain a stable
hovering state for a spacecraft above a desired site around
an asteroid [28–31]. In general, there is a need for proper
trajectory planning, for the case of cooperative recon-
naissance missions, where multiple spacecraft are used
to conduct site-specific observations at multiple asteroid
sites. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has
been a limited scientific work related to the problem of
optimal trajectory planning for asteroid visual coverage
of multiple sites by utilizing a cooperative architecture,
while considering minimal fuel requirements and with a
varying illumination condition of each site.

In this article, the first major contribution is to address
the cooperative multi-site asteroid coverage problem
withmultiple spacecraft, each equipped with a low thrust
propulsion system. The visual coverage problem is for-
mulated for the small sized asteroids, ranging bellow
600−−700m, which comprises of most of the near earth
asteroids. The proposed problem formulation has also
as an objective to design multiple fuel optimal space-
craft trajectories to observe all the desired asteroid sites,

under proper illumination conditions. An active control
approach, in combination with body-fixed hovering is
proposed, where the spacecraft thrusters are used nearly
continuously to steer the spacecraft, from its initial to the
desired position, to observe a specific imaging site. Once
the spacecraft reaches above the desired site, it main-
tains the body-fixed hovering motion to keep its position
constantly over the desired site in order to obtain high-
resolution measurements as requested from the consid-
ered mission. Note that, in this article, the term fuel
minimization is referred to minimizing the total amount
of �v required for a maneuver.

In the case of visual observing of multiple asteroid
sites, the challenging tasks are to determine the fuel opti-
mal sequence and the associated trajectories, for each
spacecraft, to observe the sites under proper illumination
conditions. This problem is very complicated to solve
as it deals with two different variable types (continuous
and integer) simultaneously and hence, falls under the
mixed integer nonlinear programming category. Thus,
the second major contribution stems from proposing a
two-stage algorithm by dividing the overall multi-site
coverage problem into nonlinear and integer optimiza-
tion problem as: (i) single target trajectory optimiza-
tion and (ii) multi-target multiple spacecraft optimal
sequencing problem, respectively. In the first phase, a
series of trajectory planning problems are solved for all
the initial-final imaging site location pairs to generate
fuel optimal trajectories with the amount of total�v and
time required for the transfer. In addition to the trajec-
tories, the illumination time windows for each site are
also determined. In the second stage, a directed graph
is constructed considering the initial positions of each
spacecraft and the locations of the imaging sites as the
nodes and the feasible trajectories generated from the pri-
mary stage between each node pairs as arcs.We introduce
a variant of the combinatorial problem of Traveling sales-
man that is solved by considering the illumination time
windows for each site, in order to generate an optimal
(near-optimal) sequence for each spacecraft that leads to
a complete coverage of all imaging sites while minimiz-
ing the total�v cost required for the mission. Finally, the
efficiency of the proposedmethod is evaluated by consid-
ering realistic case studies to observe multiple imaging
sites. The case studies consist of two different asteroids
with different rotation rates to test the adaptability of the
algorithm.

Also note that, the planning algorithm presented in
this article is not only limited for the visual cover-
age of asteroid using an optical sensor, since the pro-
posed methodology can be adapted and applied for mul-
tiple in situ exploration mission scenarios, like using
lasers for drilling asteroid surface and analyzing its
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mineral compositions [32], or hopping rover-based aster-
oid explorations [33–35], etc.

The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2
describes the mathematical formulation of the coopera-
tive visual coverage problem. This section also presents
the nonlinear model of the spacecraft moving in the
proximity of an asteroid. The details of the proposed two-
stage trajectory planner is presented and discussed in
Section 3. The performance of the proposed algorithm is
evaluated and discussed through multiple coverage sce-
narios for two different asteroids and it is presented in
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 concluding remarks are
provided.

2. Cooperative coverage problem

2.1. Spacecraft dynamics

Consider a spacecraft moving in the proximity of an
asteroid, while the asteroid is moving in an elliptic orbit
around the Sun, as shown in Figure 1. For simplicity,
it is also assumed that the motion of the asteroid, with
respect to the Sun, is completely known and that the drift
motion of the spacecraft around the Sun coincides with
the known asteroid motion.

An asteroid inertial coordinate frame A = {xa, ya, za}
∈ R3 is attached to the asteroid’s center of mass, with
xa-axis pointing along the orbit radius of the asteroid
around Sun, the ya-axis perpendicular to the xa-axis in
the orbital plane and the za-axis completing the right-
handed orthogonal coordinate frame. The orbital posi-
tion of the asteroid and the spacecraft, with respect to
the Sun, is provided by ra ∈ R3 and rsc ∈ R3, respec-
tively, and rs ∈ R3 denotes the spacecraft position with
respect to the asteroid’s center of mass. A body-fixed
coordinate frameB ∈ R3 is attached to the asteroid’s cen-
ter of mass, while the geometric shape of the asteroid
can be assumed as an ellipsoid, uniformly rotating with

Figure 1. Spacecraft moving in the proximity of an asteroid,
while the asteroid is orbiting around the Sun.

Figure 2. Ellipsoidal shaped asteroid with body-fixed frameB =
{i, j, k}, and the inertial frame A = {xa, ya, za}, both attached to
the asteroid’s center of mass.

an angular velocity ωa ∈ R about its maximum moment
of inertia axis (i.e. the z-axis in this case), as shown in
Figure 2. The vector Bli ∈ R3, i ∈ N denotes the ith land-
mark position on the asteroid surface, expressed in the
body-fixed frame, ηi ∈ R3 denotes the surface normal
at the respective landmark, whereas φ and λ ∈ R rep-
resents the spacecraft’s latitude and longitude position,
respectively.

It is also assumed that the spacecraft’s relative motion
around the asteroid is subjected to the solar radiation
pressure and the asteroid’s gravity field perturbations.
Under these assumptions, the equations of motion of the
spacecraft, relative to the asteroid and expressed in the
frame A, are given as [23]:

Ar̈s = −μ

r3
Ars + uc(t)+ ∂AU( Ars)

∂ Ars
+ AuSRP(t) (1)

where μ ∈ R is the asteroid’s gravitational constant, r =
‖Ars‖ is the radial distance of the spacecraft from the
asteroid’s center of mass and Ars is the position of the
spacecraft expressed in the asteroid frame A, uc ∈ U is
the control acceleration exerted on the spacecraft by the
thrusters in each direction, AU ∈ R3 is the perturbing
gravity potential of the asteroid, and AuSRP ∈ R3 is the
perturbation acceleration due to solar radiation pressure
expressed in frame A. The gravity field potential around
the asteroid can be approximated with the second degree
and order gravity field terms, which accounts for the
majority of the gravity perturbations [36–38]. Therefore,
the simplified gravity potentialU2 around the asteroid in
the spherical coordinates, expressed in body-fixed frame
B as [39, Chap. 2], is modeled as:

BU2(
Brs)=μ

r3

[
C20(1−32 cosφ2)+3C22 cosφ2 cos 2λ

]
(2)
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where φ ∈ R and λ ∈ R are the spacecraft’s latitude and
longitude angles, and C20 ∈ R and C22 ∈ R are the sec-
ond degree and order gravity field coefficients, respec-
tively. These gravity coefficients are defined as follows:

C20 = −12 (2Iz − Ix − Iy) (3a)

C22 = 1
4
(Iy − Ix) (3b)

where Iz ≥ Iy ≥ Ix ∈ R are the asteroid’s mass nor-
malized principal moments of inertia. Another major
source of perturbations acting on the spacecraft, besides
the asteroid gravity, is the solar radiation pressure
modeled as:

AuSRP(t) = CrWsAs

msc‖ Arsc‖3
Arsc (4)

where Cr ∈ R is the reflectively constant of the space-
craft, Ws = 1367W/m2 is the solar flux at a distance of
1AU from Sun, As ∈ R is the solar facing surface area of
the spacecraft, ms ∈ R is the mass of the spacecraft and
c ∈ R is the speed of light. The vector Arsc = rs − ra is
the position vector of the spacecraft with respect to Sun
expressed in frame A.

It can be also noticed that the gravity potential for-
mulation in (2) remains time-invariant in the asteroid
body-fixed frame. Hence, the equations of motion in (1)
can be conveniently expressed in the asteroid body-fixed
frame B as:

Br̈s = −μ

r3
Brs − 2 Bω̃ Bṙs − Bω̃2 Brs

+ uc(t)+�U2(
Brs)+ BuSRP(t) (5)

where ω̃ ∈ R3×3 is the skew-symmetric matrix of the
asteroid angular velocity Bω = [0, 0, ωa]�, and �U2 =
∂U2(rs)

∂rs . In addition to the gravity and solar radiation
perturbations, proximity asteroid missions should also
consider precession, nutation, and Yarkovsky–O’Keefe–
Radzievskii–Paddack effects on the asteroid’s spin rate
and orbital evolution. For simplicity in this article, but
without a loss of generality, these asteroid spin rate affect-
ing factors are not considered as these have a very small
and negligible effect on the asteroid’s spin rate [40,41]
over the considered duration of the observation mission,
i.e. ranging in couple of asteroid days.

In the sequel and without a loss of generality, any vec-
tor expressed in the body-fixed frame will be denoted
without any prefix of the coordinate frame to the vec-
tor notation unless specified, i.e. rs = Brs. The nonlinear
spacecraft dynamics in (5) can be represented in a more
general compact form as a nonlinear first-order system:

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), uc(t)) (6)

where x = [rs, ṙs]� ∈ R6×1 is the spacecraft’s state vec-
tor, containing the relative position and velocity and
expressed in the asteroid body-fixed frame B.

2.2. Problem formulation

Let li ∈ L ⊂ R3, for all i = 1, . . . ,N, be the coordinates
of N candidate asteroid imaging sites expressed in the
asteroid body-fixed frame B. It is desired that one space-
craft will be able to observe the candidate asteroid sites,
when they are exposed to sunlight and by utilizing an
optical sensor from a desired altitude. The illumination
condition for the ith candidate site is defined as:

ra · ηi ≥ 0 (7)

where ra ∈ R3 is a vector along the orbital radius of the
asteroid and pointing from the asteroid’s center of mass
towards Sun, where as ηi is the surface normal vector
at the ith landmark site. Due to the asteroid’s rotation
about its principal axis, the corresponding asteroid sites
of interest move from the day side (sunlit portion) to the
night side. Let {[m1

i , n
1
i ], . . . , [m

p
i , n

p
i ]} be the periodic,

non-overlapping sunlight time windows, over p revolu-
tions associated with the ith candidate site, where for
the pth time window mp

i and npi , respectively, denote the
earliest and latest time that a spacecraft can observe the
corresponding landmark.

LetX ⊂ R6 represent the region, defined in the aster-
oid body-fixed frame, which is sufficient to find the path
for spacecraft in the proximity of an asteroid andUbe the.
Also let X d = {xid|xid ∈ X & i = 1, . . . ,N} be the set of
desired spacecraft states to observe respective ith asteroid
site. This terminal spacecraft state xid = [ris, ṙis] is defined
by the position ris ∈ R3 along the surface normal vector ηi
at a distance of rg ∈ R from the asteroid’s center of mass
and where the ṙis ∈ R3 is the velocity of the spacecraft so
that it maintains spacecraft’s position constantly above
the landmark site until the observation task is complete.
A set of S spacecraftS is defined, where it is assumed that
all spacecraft are deployed in the proximity of the aster-
oid, with their initial states denoted as xs0 ∈ X for all s =
1, . . . , S. It is assumed that each spacecraft is limited by
the amount of total�v cost that can be used for the cover-
age scenario, denoted asCs

max. The setD = {xs0 ∪ X d|s =
1, . . . , S} be the combined set of all the initial and the
desired spacecraft states to observe each sites of interest.
Finally, xs(t) ∈ X defines the spacecraft trajectory and
usc(t) ∈ U ⊂ R3 the associated control trajectory, where
U is the feasible range of control inputs.

The cooperative visual coverage problem aims to
determine an optimal observing tour for each spacecraft
and the associated �v optimal trajectories xs∗, such that
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Figure 3. Cooperative visual coverage scenario: a set of six aster-
oid sites of interest (dots on the asteroid surface) are being
observed by two spacecraft, whose respective observing trajecto-
ries and tour sequences are indicated by continuous and dashed
curves.

each site of interest is observed only once and during
the desired illumination condition, while minimizing the
total �v cost for the entire mission. Toward this end,
let Q = {0s, 1, . . . ,N} be the index set of all the space-
craft’s initial position (i.e. 0s for x0s for sth spacecraft)
and desired landmark sites (li). Now, Qs ⊂ Q be the
observation tour for the sth spacecraft with a selection
sequence of ns ≤ N landmarks. This observation tour is
defined as Qs = (q0 = 0s, q1, . . . , qk, . . . , qns), where the
tour always starts from the spacecraft’s initial position xs0,
qk ∈ Z+ denotes the index of the desired spacecraft state
during the kth observation in the tour and ns denotes
the number of sites observed by the respective spacecraft.
An example of the cooperative visual coverage prob-
lem is as shown in Figure 3, where two spacecraft are
considered to observe six asteroid landmarks. Here, the
observation tours are denoted as Q1 = (01, 1, 3, 4) and
Q2 = (02, 5, 6, 2) for the respective spacecraft.The main
task of the cooperative visual coverage problem is the
path planning and observation task assignment to deter-
mine the spacecraft’s trajectories and the observation
tour sequence Qs ∀s = 1, . . . , S, for each spacecraft. It is
desired that each observation site is observed once by a
spacecraft under proper illumination conditions, while
minimizing the overall �v cost for the observation mis-
sion. The cooperative visual coverage ofmultiple asteroid
sites can be formulated as:

min
Cs(Qs),Qs

S∑
s=1

Cs(usc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
total fuel cost

(8a)

s.t.

D =
S⋃

s=1
Qs (8b)

Qs = (q0, q1, . . . , qns) (8c)

Qs
⋂

Qr = ∅, ∀s, r ∈ S & s �= r (8d)

Cs(Qs) =
ns∑
k=1

∫ td,k

td,k−1
‖us,kc (t)‖2 dt, (8e)

∀k = 1, . . . , ns (8f)

Cs(Qs) ≤ Cs
max (8g)

xs(t0) = xs0, where, t0 = epoch, xs0 ∈ X
(8h)

ẋs(t) = f (xs(t), usc(t), t) (8i)

rmin ≤ ||rs(t)|| ≤ rmax (8j)

us,kc (t) ∈ U , ∀k = 1, . . . , ns (8k)

ra · pk ≥ 0, ∀k = 1, . . . , ns (8l)

In this formulation, k denotes the observation order
of the sites of interest in the tour Qs for the space-
craft s and S is the total number of spacecraft used
for the mission. During the kth observing sequence
of the tour Qs for the case of spacecraft s, the vari-
able qk denotes the index of the candidate site that is
being observed whereas td,k is the spacecraft’s depar-
ture time from the respective site after the comple-
tion of the observation task. The total amount of �v,
required for the spacecraft s to follow the observation
tourQs, is given byCs(Qs), as formulated in equation (8f),
where usc(t) denotes the control input required to observe
a certain candidate site during the kth observation
sequence.

The main objective of the coverage problem is to opti-
mize the total �v required for the entire mission (8a),
i.e. the sum of the total �v consumed by each space-
craft (Cs(Qs)), for the entire mission, while covering
each of the candidate asteroid sites. Equations (8b), (8c),
and (8d) ensure that all the candidate sites are cov-
ered and each asteroid site is observed by only one
spacecraft in order to avoid repeated observations. The
total �v consumed by each spacecraft, for the obser-
vation mission, is constrained through the maximum
amount Cs

max limit, indicated in (8g). For each space-
craft, its initial states at the epoch of the simulations,
nonlinear dynamics and the safety margins on the space-
craft’s position to avoid any collision with the asteroid
are constrained through equations (8h), (8i), and (8j),
respectively. During the kth observation sequence of
the spacecraft s, equation (8k) refers to the feasi-
ble range of the control inputs that corresponds to
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the force constraints provided by the thrusters and
equation (8l) provides the illumination condition for a
certain site.

3. Cooperative coverage path planning
framework

The cooperative visual coverage problem (8a) aims at
solving a dual optimization problem that can be formu-
lated as: (i) determine an optimal observing sequence
for each spacecraft, and (ii) determine the associated �v
optimal trajectories. This problem, belongs to a mixed
integer nonlinear programming class of problems and it
is very difficult to solve and find an optimal solution.
Moreover, the solution space increases considerably as
the number of candidate sites and the observing space-
craft increase. Thus, in this section, a two-stage approach
is proposed, where the problem is divided into a non-
linear programming and an integer linear programming
problem. In the initial phase, a series of trajectory design
problems is solved, considering every possible combina-
tion pairs of the desired spacecraft target states (∈ D) to
observe each candidate site location. This solution con-
sists of optimal trajectories, between each initial/final
target state pairs with the amount of total�v required for
the transfer, as well as the time required for the this trans-
fer. Later, these primary solutions are utilized to solve a
combinatorial problem to determine an optimal unique
observing sequence for each spacecraft. This sequencing
problem is a variant of the Traveling Salesman problem
(TSP) [42]. Due to the asteroid rotations, the illumina-
tion of each site is changing and hence the sequenc-
ing algorithm must consider the illumination time win-
dows for each site. The following sections describes both
stages of the proposed cooperative coverage planning
framework.

3.1. Single target optimization problem

It is desired to find a trajectory for the spacecraft to move
from an initial position to the desired position, xid ∈ X d

in order to observe a specific ith site of interest. Thus, this
problem can be treated as a maneuver planning problem,
i.e. to calculate the desired control effort required to reach
to a desired position. In this section, an optimization-
based maneuver planning algorithm is developed with
the main objective to:

(1) Minimise the fuel consumption;
(2) Plan maneuvers that satisfy the thrust bounds pro-

vided by the thrusters uc ∈ U ;
(3) Maintain the spacecraft in the proximity of the aster-

oid throughout the mission progress.

Assuming a sampling time of �t and discretizing the
spacecraft’s equations of motion in (6) yields:

xk+1 = fk(xk, uc,k) (9)

where xk and uc,k are the kth discrete update of the space-
craft state and the control acceleration, respectively, and
fk is a discrete function as a result of the discretiza-
tion of (6). The optimization-based trajectory plan-
ning problem, over the prediction horizon of M>0, is
defined as:

min
U

ρu

M−1∑
k=0
‖uc,k‖2R︸ ︷︷ ︸
control cost

+ρs‖εt‖2 (10a)

s.t.

xk+1 = fk(xk, uc,k) (10b)

xM ∈ X i
f (10c)

rmin ≤ ||rs|| ≤ rmax (10d)

umin ≤ ‖uc,k‖∞ ≤ umax (10e)

εt ≥ 0 (10f)

where U = [uc,0, . . . , c, uc,M−1]� is the optimization
decision variable, εt is the slack variable and ‖ · ‖ repre-
sents the 2-normof a vector. In the optimization problem,
the choice of the cost function significantly affects its
solution. In general for space systems, fuel is considered
as the expensive resource and thus, the main objective
is to minimize the fuel consumption, which is measured
using the total velocity increment (�v) required for the
transfer. The matrix R ∈ R3×3 is the positive definite
diagonal weight matrix on the fuel cost. The second term
corresponds to the penalty function on the slack variable.
The variables ρu and ρs ∈ R+ are the positive constant
weights.

The state constraints are formulated so that all the
spacecraft dynamic equations are satisfied. It is desired
that the spacecraft should reach the desired state (xid) to
observe the ith candidate site. In order to guarantee the
feasibility of the optimization problem, instead of using
a terminal state constraint (xM = xid) in (10c), a termi-
nal region is considered to soften this constraint. The
terminal region X i

f is defined as:

X i
f := {xk|‖xid − xk‖ ≤ εt , εt ≥ 0} (11)

The second term in the cost function aims at minimiz-
ing the value of the εt , where cost is heavily penalized
through the positive penalty weight ρs. The spacecraft
position (||rs||) is constrained to be maintained within
the safety bounds rmin and rmax to ensure that the space-
craft is maintained within a certain altitude bounds
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in proximity of the asteroid. Bounds on the minimum
and maximum control acceleration, delivered by each
thruster, is included through umax and umin ∈ R in (10e),
where ‖ · ‖∞ is the infinity norm.

3.2. Multiple spacecraft traveling salesman
problem

The elementary solutions provided by the first phase
are combined by constructing a directed graph, G =
(D,A), that is constructed by using D as the node set
of the spacecraft’s initial and desired states and A =
{ai,j | xid, x

j
d ∈ D, xid �= xjd, x

j
d �= xs0 & s ∈ S} as the tra-

jectory set provided by the first stage connecting the
node xid to node xjd. Each trajectory arc ai,j ∈ A is asso-
ciated with a �v cost uij and the transfer time �tij.
Every candidate site li ∈ L is desired to be observed
for a non-negative time period tobs and has a set Ti =
{[mp

i , n
p
i ], p = 1, . . . , pi} of pi non-overlapping observa-

tion time windows corresponding to their respective
illumination periods. It is considered that a spacecraft
can visit a candidate site only during one of these time
windows.

Consider the observing tour for a spacecraft s can be
represented as Qs = (q0, . . . , qk, . . . , qns), where the tour
starts from the initial position of the spacecraft q0 = 0s,
where qk denotes the index of the assigned landmark site
that spacecraft s is observing during the kth observation
and ns denotes the total number of sites assigned to the
spacecraft. Now, for the given tour Qs, the arrival time of
the spacecraft s to a node qk is expressed as follows:

tsa,qk = max(mp
qk , t

s
a,qk−1 + tobs +�tqk−1,qk) (12)

where �tqk−1,qk ∈ R is the transfer time between the
nodes xqk−1d and xqkd . Since the spacecraft is only allowed
to visit a node xqkd during its illumination time win-
dows (∈ Tqk), the spacecraft is permitted to wait at the
previous node xqk−1d until the next node xqkd is avail-
able for observation, after the time mp

qk , p ∈ Ti, of its
time window. Thus, the waiting time at node xqk−1d
is expressed as wS

qk−1 = max(0, mp
qk − (tSa,qk−1 + tobs +

�tqk−1,qk)), where p ∈ Tqk . Thus, the spacecraft’s depar-
ture time, after the completion of observation at a certain
node xqkd , is given by tsd,qk = tsa,qk + tobs + ws

qk . However,
in order to maximize the time spent by the spacecraft
on the day side of the asteroid, it is assumed that the
tsd,qk ≤ npqk must be satisfied, although this condition on
the departure time can be considered as a soft constraint.
The waiting time at a particular node results in main-
taining the body-fixed hovering at a respective landmark,
which comes at a cost of applying some �v. Thus, the

total �v required to successfully observe a site of inter-
est should include �v needed to transfer the spacecraft
between a node pair, and the body-fixed hovering to
observe and if required to wait at a certain location. It is
also considered that no arc terminates at the initial node
x0 and the departure time at this node is td,0 ≥ 0.

It is assumed that each spacecraft has Cs
max amount of

maximum total �v budget allocated for the observation
task. Let the �v variable Cs

i specify the amount of total
�v utilized by the spacecraft s until the time of departure
tsd,i from node xid ∈ D, which includes �v required for
the transfer, observation of the landmark as well as the
spacecraft’s waiting time. The aim of the multiple space-
craft traveling salesmanproblem (MS-TSP)withmultiple
time windows is to design a set of S observation tours for
each spacecraft that minimizes the total consumption of
�v for the mission such that:

(1) Every candidate site is observed only once.
(2) The observation period of a candidate site starts

within one of its illuminated time windows.
(3) If required, a spacecraft is allowed to wait at the pre-

vious observation node in a tour, for the next visiting
site to be illuminated.

(4) Desired total�v for each spacecraft does not exceed
the upper limit Ci

max.

The MS-TSP with multiple time windows can be for-
mulated as an integer linear programming problem as:

min
y

∑
s∈S

∑
xid∈D

∑
xjd∈X d

uijysij (13a)

s.t. ∑
s∈S

∑
xjd∈X d

ysij = 1, ∀xid ∈ D (13b)

∑
xjd∈X d

ys0,j = 1, xs0 ∈ D, s ∈ S (13c)

∑
xjd∈X d

ysi,j −
∑

xhd∈X d

ysj,h = 0, xid ∈ D, s ∈ S (13d)

tsa,j ≥ tsd,i +�tij

−M(1− ysij), ∀xid, x
j
d ∈ D, s ∈ S (13e)∑

p∈Ti
mp

i z
s
i,p ≤ tsa,i <

∑
p∈Ti

npi z
s
i,p, ∀xid ∈ D, s ∈ S

(13f)∑
p∈Ti

zsi,p = 1, ∀xid ∈ D, s ∈ S (13g)
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tsd,i ≤ npi +M(1− zsi,p), ∀xid ∈ D, p ∈ Ti, s ∈ S
(13h)

Cs
i + usij ≤ Cs

max

+M(1− ysij), ∀xid, x
j
d ∈ D, s ∈ S (13i)

ysi,j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀xdi , xdj ∈ D (13j)

zsi,p ∈ {0, 1}, ∀xdi ∈ D, p ∈ Ti, s ∈ S (13k)

where, y = [y1 . . . , ys] in (13a) is the vector collecting
decision variables ysij for each spacecraft s that takes the
value 1 if the spacecraft is traveling along the arc aij ∈
A, or otherwise is 0. The objective of the combinatorial
problem is tominimize the total�v utilized for the entire
observation mission as expressed in (13a).

Constraint (13b) ensures that each site is assigned to
a single spacecraft s. The flow of the observation tour for
spacecraft s is imposed in (13c) and (13d). For a space-
craft s when traveling along an arc aij, the arrival time
at node xjd is ensured to be at least equal to the sum of
departure time from the previous node xid and the trans-
fer time �tij through constraint (13e), whereM ∈ R is a
large scalar. A binary variable zsi,p is defined which takes
the value 1 if the time window p is selected for obser-
vation by spacecraft s or otherwise 0. The observation
period for each landmark is placed within one of the cor-
responding illumination time windows that is enforced
through (13f) and (13g). The constraint (13h) states that
the spacecraft’s departure time cannot exceed the upper
bound on the respective timewindow. Themaximum�v
constraint (13i) ensures that each spacecraft s consumes
fuel within its maximum limit.

A linear programming solver can be utilized to obtain
an optimal solution for the problem (13a), but the size of
the solution space increases drastically with the increase
in number of candidate sites and the number of space-
craft. Thus, in the following section, a meta-heuristic
approach is used to provide optimal (near-optimal) solu-
tions in polynomial time.

3.2.1. Genetic algorithm based solution
A heuristic approach using genetic algorithms (GA) is
proposed to solve the MS-TSP with multiple time win-
dows, where a multi-chromosome technique is used to
effectively represent the entire solution space of distribut-
ing the observation task between the multiple spacecraft.
In a multi-chromosome representation technique [43],
each individual chromosome corresponds to the obser-
vation tour of each spacecraft Qs, ∀s = 1, . . . , S with-
out the initial state of the spacecraft (as spacecraft will
always initiate the tour from its initial position). Figure 4
illustrates multi-chromosome representation for the

Figure 4. Multi-chromosome representation of MS-TSP problem
solution for the cooperative coverage scenario shown in Figure 3.

Algorithm 1 GA pseudo code for MS-TSP
1: N← number of sites of interest
2: S← number of spacecraft
3: Set GA parameters: pop_size, max_gen,

offspring_size, tournament_size
4: elite_size = pop_size – offspring_size
5: Ppop = initialize(N, S, pop_size)
6: for gen = 1 to max_gen do
7: Calculate individual fitness of the entire Ppop
8: Rank according to fitness in ascending order in

Psort
9: Elite_pop: E = Psort(1 : elite_size)
10: New_pop← E
11: Best_tour← Psort(1)
12: rand_sequence = random_permutation(Ppop)
13: whileneedmore offsprings in newpopulationdo
14: Generate a set from rand_sequence of tour-

nament_size in Tset
15: Assign fitness ranks to individuals in Tset in

Tsort
16: p1 ← Tset(Tsort(1))
17: p2 ← get_random_indv(Tset − p1)
18: Offspring_pop: O =

best_cost_tour_crossover(p1, p2, S)
19: New_pop← O
20: Clear Tset , Tsort
21: end while
22: Ppop← New_pop
23: end for
24: Best_solution← Best_tour

example visual coverage scenario shown in Figure 3,
where the order of genes in the each chromosome
denotes the order of observation of the asteroid sites by
the respective spacecraft. In GA, these solutions are then
subjected through the repeated evolutionary process of
selection and crossover until the completion of the maxi-
mum number of generations or the desired optimal solu-
tion is obtained. Algorithm 1 presents the overall pseudo
code for the GA implementation to solve the MS-TSP
with multiple time windows.
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The algorithm begins by randomly generating the ini-
tial population of the valid solutions, which resembles the
observation tour for each spacecraft. The validity of the
solution here, during the generation of the initial pop-
ulation (first generation), only corresponds with respect
to the constraints (13b) and (13c). Next, the quality of
each solution is calculated using the objective function
thatminimizes the total�v requirement for the complete
coverage and defined as:

qc = F(1+∑
i ci) (14)

where F denotes the total �v consumed, ci ∈ {1, 0} for
the ith constraint in (13a), i.e. ci = 1 if a constraint is
violated otherwise is 0. The objective function is penal-
ized to further degrade the quality of the solution if any
of the constrains in (13a) are violated. All the subsequent
generations are developed following the three basic steps:
(i) elitism: the current best solution is passed directly
to the next generation without crossover or mutation,
(ii) selection: a mating pool is created using a tourna-
ment selection method from the earlier generation, and
(iii) crossover: next generation is created by applying
crossover tools on the pair of individuals from themating
pool. The elitism ensures that the best solution is always
preserved and passed to the next generation. In order
to avoid premature convergence to the optimal solution,
the elite member is forced to compete against the best
solutions from the future generations.

At every generation stage, the parent pairs for the
reproduction are selected using a tournament selection
strategy. A set of ‘M’ individuals are randomly selected
from the population that forms a tournament set. The
best individual from the tournament set is considered as
one of the parent and the second parent is selected ran-
domly from the remaining individuals from this set. The
crossover operator is used to create offsprings from the
selected parents. A problem-specific crossover operator,
namely, the best cost tour crossover [44], is used that aims
at minimizing the total �v cost, while simultaneously
checking the feasibly of the solution.

Figure 5 illustrates the dynamics of the best cost tour
crossover operator with an example where an arbitrary
problemwith six observation landmarks using two space-
craft is considered. As shown in Step 1, from each parent
some landmarks are randomly selected that can be a part
of either a particular spacecraft’s tour (as in case of par-
ent p2) or can be a part of both of the spacecraft’s tour
(in case of p1). Next, the desired spacecraft states cor-
responding to the selected landmarks are removed form
the opposite parent resulting in the upcoming offspring,
as in case of parent p1 x6d and x2d is removed resulting
in forthcoming offspring o1. The next step is to find the

Figure 5. Example of the best cost tour crossover operator
applied to a visual coverage problem solution with six sites
using two spacecraft. The parents p1 and p2 represent the multi-
chromosome encoded solutions, where each chromosome repre-
sents the respective spacecraft tour.

best possible location for the removed desired spacecraft
states, i.e. find the proper order in which each spacecraft
will visit the landmarks. In step 2, for the case of offspring
o1, the state x6d is inserted first with the best location in
the observation tour of the second spacecraft and later on
the x2d is inserted. During the insertion, the resulting tour
may be infeasible if the constraint on the total�v capacity
of the spacecraft is not satisfied. The best solution is the
one with the minimum objective function that implies a
minimum total �v requirement and constraint enforce-
ment. A new generation of the solutions is obtained by
collecting the elite and the new offspring population put
together, which then compete between themselves to find
the best near-optimal solution.

4. Simulation results

The ability of the proposed algorithm to plan optimal
trajectories and distribute the observation task between
the spacecraft group, which results inminimum fuel con-
sumption for the entire mission, while considering their
individual total�v budget is demonstrated. The rotation
rate of the asteroid also determines the time period for
which a particular site of interest is illuminated and thus it
needs to adapt the observation sequence accordingly. The
multi-site visual coveragemission is implemented on two
medium sized near Earth objects with different rotation
rates, namely the asteroids Apophis and Bennu. Apophis
is an elongated triaxially shaped body with a slower rota-
tion rate [45], whereas Bennu has a roughly spheroidal
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Table 1. Asteroid physical model parameters.

Apophis Bennu

Semimajor axis 0.9224 1.1264 AU
Perihelion (as) 0.7461 0.8969 AU
Dimensions 382× 270× 190 565× 535× 508 m
Rotation rate (ωa) 5.7412E−5 4.0626E−4 rad/s
Gravitational parameter (μ) 1.8016 5.2 m3/s2

Table 2. List of asteroid sites of interest.

Position in the body-fixed frame (m)

Symbol Apophis Bennu

l1 [−181.6, 0.0, 29.3]� [−83.0,−241.9,−78.5]�
l2 [−154.5,−79.4, 0.0]� [−164.0,−213.7, 39.7]�
l3 [−125.0,−64.1, 55.8]� [−256.4,−81.6, 39.7]�
l4 [−154.5, 79.4, 0.0]� [−199.7, 0.0, 179.6]�
l5 [−56.1, 122.1,−29.3]� [−166.0, 216.4, 0.0]�
l6 [−47.7,−103.8, 55.8]� [−61.7, 179.9, 179.6]�
l7 [−125.0, 64.1, 55.8]� [86.2, 251.2,−39.7]�
l8 [−47.7,−103.8, 55.8]� [265.3, 81.6, 39.7]�
l9 [125.0,−64.1, 55.8]� [225.7,−155.3,−39.7]�
l10 [146.9, 75.4, 29.3]� [87.3,−254.4, 0.0]�

Table 3. Spacecraft initial positions in the body-fixed frame.

Initial position in the body-fixed frame (m)

Spacecraft Apophis Bennu

x10 [−796.8,−183.0, 0.00]� [−487.3,−119.1, 0.00]�
x20 [−700.6, 359.7,−219.5]� [−255.9,−176.1, 391.7]�
x30 [−574.9,−559.3, 158.0]� [−394.8, 271.6,−142.5]�

shape and the rotation rate is significantly faster by an
order of magnitude. The modeling parameters for both
the asteroids are listed in Table 1. During simulations for
both of the asteroid cases, the Sun position is assumed
along the negative xa direction, as shown in Figure 1, at
their respective perihelion distance, i.e. ra = as.

The list of candidate observation sites for each aster-
oid case is summarized in Table 2. The observation time
windows for each site are calculated considering the
position of the Sun and the asteroid’s rotation rate. For
each asteroid scenario, two observation time spans (tobs),
20min and 1 h, are considered to validate the ability
of MS-TSP sequencing algorithm to adapt and gener-
ate near-optimal solutions for each spacecraft without
violating any illumination constraints on the landmarks.

It should be noted that the algorithm developed in
Section 3 can accommodate any number of available
spacecraft in proximity of the asteroid and the algorithm
can provide a near-optimal observation tour for each
spacecraft. As an exemplary case, a group of three space-
craft each equipped with optical sensor is assumed for
the simulations with both asteroid case scenarios. The
initial position for each spacecraft around the respective
asteroid is selected randomly with the condition that it
lies on the day side of the asteroid. These initial posi-
tions are listed in Table 3. Furthermore, each spacecraft is

represented as a point mass of ms = 10 kg with a 50mN
bidirectional thruster along each axis. It is assumed that
each spacecraft has a total �v budget of 20m/s for the
observation mission. The propulsion system assumed
here corresponds to a cold-gas micro-propulsion system
(e.g. [46]), in terms of specific impulse (≈ 40 s) and force
level (50mN), that are suitable for cubesat scaled space-
craft. The solar facing area is assumed as 0.5m2 with a
reflectively coefficient as 1.4.

First, a series of trajectory design problems (10a)
are solved for all the possible combination pairs of ini-
tial/target desired spacecraft states. The trajectory design
problem is formulated and solved using the MATLAB’s
optimization toolbox, with fmincon as the solver. This
step will provide optimal trajectories between each node
pairs with the amount of�v and the time required for the
transfer. Later, these elementary solutions are provided to
the MS-TSP algorithm to generate an observing tour for
each spacecraft. The MS-TSP algorithm is implemented
in MATLAB. The GA parameters considered are: popu-
lation size to 400, number of generations to 100, and the
elite individual retention form each generation is set to
10. The aim of the simulations is to show the ability of
the proposed trajectory planner to assign a tour sequence
to observe desired asteroid sites to each spacecraft such
that each site is observed under a proper illumination by
a spacecraft once and only once, while minimizing the
total �v cost of the mission. The simulation results, for
both the asteroid cases, are summarized in Table 4, where
the observing tour of each spacecraft with its respective
�v demand are also provided.

Figures 6 and 7 show the results for the coopera-
tive coverage of all the desired sites of asteroid Apophis,
with the spacecraft trajectories represented in the aster-
oid body-fixed B and the inertial frame A, respectively.
In these results, brown, blue, and black colored curves
indicate the trajectory for spacecraft s = 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The arrow markers, over each trajectory, in
Figure 6 indicate the direction of motion of the respec-
tive spacecraft. By considering a slow rotation rate of the
Apophis asteroid (≈ 30 h), as compared to the site obser-
vation time spans, 20min and 1 h; tour sequences for
each spacecraft observed in Figures 7(a ,b) are exactly the
same. Note that the observing tour Qs of the sth space-
craft, consists of the index i of the desired spacecraft’s
state denoted by xid for the ith respective site. It can also
observed that there is a minor increase in the total fuel
requirement for the 1 h observation period (14.54m/s),
as compared to the 20min (14.52m/s). This increase is
associated with the spacecraft s = 1 and 3, depicted in
the Table 4, which is mainly due to the increase in the
observation period. For the spacecraft s = 2, the increase
in the observation period has no noticeable effect on the
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Table 4. Observing sequence and total�v required by each spacecraft for covering all the desired asteroid
sites of Apophis and Bennu.

Spacecraft

Case scenarios s1 s2 s3

Apophis 20 min Q1 = (01, 1, 4, 7) Q2 = (02, 5, 10, 9, 8, 6) Q3 = (03, 3, 2)
�v = 2.69m/s �v = 10.08m/s �v = 1.74m/s

1 h Q1 = (01, 1, 4, 7) Q2 = (02, 5, 10, 9, 8, 6) Q3 = (03, 3, 2)
�v = 2.70m/s �v = 10.08m/s �v = 1.75m/s

Bennu 20 min Q1 = (01, 10, 2, 3, 5) Q2 = (02, 6, 8) Q3 = (03, 7, 9, 1, 4)
�v = 9.22m/s �v = 5.31m/s �v = 10.97m/s

1 h Q1 = (01, 10, 3) Q2 = (02, 9, 1, 8) Q3 = (03, 7, 4, 6, 2, 5)
�v = 6.95m/s �v = 12.36m/s �v = 16.74m/s

Figure 6. Apophis case: spacecraft trajectories (brown, blue, and black curves) in body-fixed frame B with the arrow marks to indicate
the direction of motion. (a) 20min observation time. (b) 1 h observation time (refer colored figure online).

Figure 7. Apophis case: spacecraft trajectories (brown, blue, and black discontinuous curves) in the inertial frameA, where the colored
sections indicate the respective spacecraft’s observation period (magenta) and the waiting period (cyan). (a) 20min observation time.
(b) 1 h observation time (refer colored figure online).

total �v demand as it is compensated with the reduced
amount of time that the spacecraft is waiting for the next
site to be illuminated for an 1 h observation time, as
compared to 20min span (see Figure 7 for comparison,

where the cyan-colored curve represents the spacecraft’s
waiting time).

In Figure 7, the motion of each spacecraft, in the
asteroid’s inertial frame, is displayed, where the magenta
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Figure 8. Bennu case: spacecraft trajectories (brown, blue, and black curves) in the body-fixed frameB, where the arrowmarks indicate
the direction of motion. (a) 20min observation time. (b) 1 h observation time (refer colored figure online).

Figure 9. Bennu case: spacecraft trajectories (brown, blue, and black discontinuous curves) in the inertial frame A, where the colored
sections indicate the respective spacecraft’s observation period (magenta) and the waiting period (cyan). (a) 20min observation time.
(b) 1 h observation time (refer colored figure online).

colored sections of the respective spacecraft trajectory
indicate the observation period of each site and the
cyan-colored sections indicate the waiting period of the
respective spacecraft. Here the direction to the Sun is
indicated by an outward yellow arrow from the center of
the asteroid, assumed along the negative xa direction. It
can be noticed that for both the observation period cases,
all the spacecraft are maintained on the day side of the
asteroid. The night side of the asteroid is indicated by
a shadow in the asteroid surface in Figure 7. The total
�v budget of each spacecraft is maintained way below
the constrained limit of 20m/s. For this scenario, a single
spacecraft is sufficient for the complete coverage of all the
10 sites of interest.

Now, consider the simulation scenario with the aster-
oid Bennu. The cooperative coverage results, in Figures 8

and 9, show the spacecraft trajectories represented in the
asteroid body-fixed frame B and the inertial frame A,
respectively. The brown, blue and black curves in these
figures represent the trajectories of the spacecraft s = 1,
2 and 3, respectively, and the arrow markers on each tra-
jectory indicate the direction of motion of the respective
spacecraft. Note, in Figure 8(a), the trajectory of space-
craft s1 between node xs10 and x10d is denoted by a dis-
continuous curve in order to avoid any confusion. The
rotation period of Bennu is approximately 4.0 h. Thus,
variations in the observation period result in the differ-
ent observing tours for each spacecraft (refer to Table 4).
The total amount of�v, required for the observation time
span case of 20min, is 25.5m/s, where as for the case of
an 1 h observation period 36.05m/s of total�v is needed.
As desired, the newly adapted tour consumed more �v,
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Figure 10. �v time history for each spacecraft with the observation period of 1 h of each site location on (a) Apophis and (b) Bennu. In
each plot, the black circular markers indicate the arrival epoch of the respective spacecraft at the observation point whereas, the colored
sections of the �v curve, black, magenta and cyan, represents the section of the �v curve when the spacecraft is transiting between
different observation points, observing and waiting at a corresponding landmark, respectively (refer colored figure online). (a) Apophis
case with 1 h observation time. (b) Bennu case with 1 h observation time.

which is mainly due to: (i) an increase in the observa-
tion and waiting time, where the spacecraft continues to
hover above the desired site, and (ii) on changes made in
the sub-tours to adapt the new observation period. Each
spacecraft’s trajectorywith the observation arcs (magenta
colored) for each desired site and the waiting arcs (cyan
colored) represented in the asteroid’s inertial frame, are
all depicted in Figure 9. The direction of the Sun is indi-
cated by an outward yellow arrow, from the center of the
asteroid, assumed along the negative xa-axis direction. It
can be also noticed that for both the observation period
cases, the observation and waiting arcs for each space-
craft are present on the illuminated side of the asteroid,
whereas a small portion of the transfer time between dif-
ferent nodes go through the night side (indicated by dark
shadowon the asteroid surface in Figure 9). Also, the total
�v expenditure limit imposed of 20m/s, is fulfilled for
all the spacecraft in both the cases, refer Table 4. It can be
also noticed that it might have been impossible to achieve
complete coverage of the all the desired sites, by the uti-
lization of only a single spacecraft, instead of multiple
ones.

In addition, for both the asteroid simulation scenarios
with 1 h observation time for each landmark, Figure 10
provides the time history of the �v required for each
spacecraft. The circular markers in Figure 10 denote the
arrival epoch of the respective spacecraft at a desired
observation point. The colored sections of the �v time
history denotes if the spacecraft is transiting between the
desired observation location pairs (black color), or the
spacecraft is observing a particular asteroid site (magenta

color) or is waiting for a desired site to be illuminated
(cyan color).

5. Conclusions

This article presented a novel two-staged trajectory plan-
ning algorithm to the problem of cooperative visual
coverage of multiple asteroid sites by utilizing a mul-
tiple spacecraft, each one in the form of a cube-sat
and equipped with a low-thrust propulsion system. The
observation process of each asteroid site is built around
the body-fixed hovering approach from a desired alti-
tude using an optical instrument (visual inspection). At
the first stage, optimal trajectories were determined for
all combinations of initial-final imaging site pairs. The
second stage combines these elementary solutions with
an observation time windows for each site, in order to
formulate a combinatorial problem, similar to the multi-
ple traveling salesman problem with multiple time win-
dows, to generate a near-optimal site coverage sequence
for each spacecraft. Simulation scenarios for two aster-
oids, Apophis and Bennu, with two observation periods,
20min and 1 h, were considered. The results demon-
strated the overall efficiency of the proposed trajectory
planner to ensure successful optimal coverage of all the
desired asteroid sites in each case.

It should be noted that the fuel efficiency of the over-
all asteroid coverage mission is dependant on the quality
of solutions provided by the first stage. Thus, the over-
all efficiency of the proposed algorithm can be further
improved by studying alternative single target trajectory
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planning problems in the first stage, which is also con-
sidered as part of related future work. Additionally, in
the current article uncertainty in the asteroid charac-
teristics or the location of the sites of interest is not
explored. Thus, while considering these uncertainty fac-
tors to create a more robust observation plan can be
another interesting extension for future studies.
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